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The Dynamics of Collective Reputation∗

Jonathan Levin

Abstract

I present a stochastic version of Tirole’s (1996) collective reputation model. In equilibrium,
group behavior is persistent due to complementarity between the current incentives of group mem-
bers and the group’s reputation, which depends on its history. A group can maintain a strong
reputation even as conditions become unfavorable, but an improvement in the environment may
not help a group with a poor reputation. I also connect the model to the theory of statistical dis-
crimination and show that the same mechanism can explain why discrimination might persist over
time.
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1 Introduction

Why do certain groups of individuals develop reputations, and why do these
reputations persist over time? One explanation comes from theories of statisti-
cal discrimination that point to the self-ful�lling nature of expectations. In the
models of Arrow (1972, 1973) and Coate and Loury (1993), low expectations
about the skills of certain workers reduce their incentive to acquire human
capital. The resulting low investment justi�es the low expectations. Tirole
(1996) suggested that a related mechanism might explain patterns of behavior
in professional groups, such as the prevalence of hard work or corruption. He
also argued that collective reputations might persist because history shapes ex-
pectations about the future. Tirole�s speci�c model captures this idea at least
partially. Under certain conditions, there are multiple steady-state equilibria
but the e¢ cient steady-state is unreachable if initial conditions are poor.
The persistence of collective reputation can be captured sharply in an en-

vironment where conditions evolve over time. I develop this point in a model
with similar ingredients to Tirole�s, but with a few targeted changes that per-
mit a full dynamic analysis. Workers belonging to a given group (e.g. a profes-
sional or racial or ethnic group) interact with employers. Each worker has an
incentive to work hard and develop an individual reputation. Information is
imperfect, however. So the strength of a worker�s incentive depends, through
beliefs, on the behavior of his peers. To understand why such a mechanism
arises, consider the reputational cost incurred by a physician who is sued for
malpractice. If patients believe that only the least attentive doctors are sued,
the penalty may be severe and create a strong incentive to avoid being sued.
If patients believe malpractice suits are common and not very informative, the
penalty may be reduced.
When the environment is stable, this mechanism can lead to alternative

equilibria in which workers behave quite di¤erently. This suggests that a
change in expectations might trigger a sudden shift in behavior even though
the underlying environment is identical. This sensitivity seems at odds with
the intuitive idea that group reputations evolve slowly. Evidently to explain
persistence one needs a more complete theory of how expectations are formed.
I construct such a model by introducing a stochastic element, allowing the
cost of e¤ort to evolve randomly. This pins down expectations in the man-
ner of Burdzy and Frankel (2005). In equilibrium, workers behave well when
conditions are objectively favorable and when the group enjoys a favorable
reputation. Over time, behavior is persistent: a group with a good reputation
can maintain it in poor conditions, while the costs of e¤ort may have to fall
dramatically before the members of a poorly-regarded group are motivated.
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With a few twists, the collective reputation model can be interpreted as
a dynamic version of standard statistical discrimination models (e.g. Phelps,
1972; Arrow, 1973; Coate and Loury, 1993; Moro and Norman, 2004). In
these static models, otherwise homogenous groups may end up with di¤erent
equilibrium wages or levels of human capital investment. The dynamic ver-
sion illustrates how history can be decisive in structuring expectations and
in�uencing behavior at any point in time. The model suggests that to escape
a vicious cycle of low expectations and low investment, policy changes that
lower the cost of human capital acquisition may need to be relatively large.
The present paper, therefore, makes several contributions. It expands on

Tirole�s collective reputation model and the standard model of statistical dis-
crimination, and clari�es the connection between them. It shows how un-
certainty can eliminate the multiplicity of static or steady-state equilibria and
characterizes the resulting dynamic equilibrium, providing sharper insight into
why group reputations persist. The analysis also shows why moving from one
steady-state to another may be gradual, and why small policy changes may
not favorably shift behavior following a history of poor outcomes.
Blume (2006) also presents an interesting dynamic analysis of statistical

discrimination that uses ideas from evolutionary game theory. He points out
that although there may be multiple static equilibria, in a �nite population
model where workers are subject to random small shocks, the economy will
spend almost all of the time at one of the equilibria. The approach here
is a bit di¤erent. I formulate both the statistical discrimination model and
the collective reputation model as games with strategic complementaries, and
characterize equilibrium dynamics using the approach of Frankel and Pauzner
(2000), Burdzy, Frankel and Pauzner (2001), and Burdzy and Frankel (2005).
Indeed, one can view this paper as identifying some new settings where their
insights about coordination dynamics apply.

2 The Model

The model consists of a group of workers of unit mass and a corresponding set
of employers. Parties share a common discount rate r and time is continuous.
In each interval, [t; t+dt), a fraction ��dt of workers are matched with employers
and perform a service in exchange for compensation. For simplicity, imagine
that each transaction is completed instantly, although it also would be possible
to think of an employment spell lasting until the agent is re-matched, with the
salary and performance level chosen at the outset.
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workers are unproductive and always exert low e¤ort. The remaining fraction
 are productive. Productive workers incur a cost c(�t) from exerting high
e¤ort. The parameter �t re�ects (possibly time-varying) factors that make
high e¤ort more or less onerous, for instance the availability of resources or
the opportunity costs of time. A higher value of � corresponds to a lower cost
c(�).
Employers prefer high e¤ort, but cannot e¤ectively motivate an employee

using �nancial incentives. Instead employers pay a salary based on expected
performance. I model the salary process in a very simple way, assuming that
if an employer expects high e¤ort with probability � 2 [0; 1], she will pay a
salary R(�), where R is some increasing function.
Workers may have a reputational incentive to work hard because future

employers will observe an imperfect signal of their behavior. Speci�cally, I
assume that each worker has a track record, or individual reputation, that
is updated after every employment episode. An individual reputation can be
either �Good� or �Bad�. If a worker enters employment with a record z 2
fB;Gg and exerts e¤ort e 2 fL;Hg, his updated record will be �Good�with
probability �ze 2 [0; 1]. Of course, high e¤ort is good for one�s reputation,
�zH � �zL, with strict inequality for z = G.
An example of this sort of reputation mechanism is that each employer

observes a binary signal of a new hire�s e¤ort in his previous job. The signal
is noisy but informative. I allow for a bit more generality in that individual
records can be sticky. To the extent that they are, let�s assume that a good
record improves prospects going forward, so �Ge � �Be, and does not reduce
the returns to e¤ort, i.e. �GH � �GL � �BH � �BL. The latter assumption is
in some sense restrictive � one could imagine a model in which e¤ort pays o¤
more in trying to build up a reputation than in trying to maintain it � but
it is important if there is to be a complementarity between past e¤ort that
creates a good reputation and current incentives.
The assumptions about individual records can be summarized as follows:

Assumption The process for individual reputation formation satis�es: (a)
positive returns to e¤ort: �BH � �BL and �GH > �GL, (b) positive returns to
past reputation: �Ge � �Be, and (c) complementarity between e¤ort and past
reputation: �GH � �GL � �BH � �BL.

Each worker knows his own record, and everyone knows the fraction of
workers that currently have good records. De�ne �e = �Be=(1 � �Ge + �Be)
to be the steady-state probability of having a good record for a worker who
always chooses e¤ort e 2 fL;Hg: The fraction of unproductive workers with

Workers can perform with either low or high e¤ort. A fraction 1 �  of
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good records will always be �L. Let �t be the fraction of productive workers
that have good records. Then the overall fraction of workers with good records
is xt = �t + (1 � )�L. Because of the one-to-one relationship between xt
and �t, we can think of them more or less interchangeably as measuring the
group�s collective reputation. It is convenient in the analysis below to focus on
�t.
When an employer meets a worker, she determines his salary by making

an inference about his productivity. Using Bayes�rule, the probability that an
employer hiring at time t will assign to a worker being productive is

�Gt =
�t

�t + (1� )�L
(1)

or

�Bt =
(1� �t)

(1� �t) + (1� )(1� �L)
; (2)

depending on the worker�s record. Note that there is a complementarity be-
tween individual and group reputation. When �t is higher, a good record is a
stronger signal of productivity: �Gt is higher, while �Bt is reduced.
The worker�s salary will depend on the employer�s belief about current

e¤ort choices. If a worker hires an agent with record z at time t, she will
expect high e¤ort with probability

�Gt = �GthGt (3)

or
�Bt = �BthBt, (4)

where hzt is the probability the employer assigns to getting high e¤ort from
a productive worker hired at time t with record z. Employers always expect
unproductive workers to exert low e¤ort. From these calculations, it follows
that workers will a good record at time t can expect a compensation premium
of R(�Gt)�R(�Bt). This premium is the key driver of worker incentives.

Discussion of the Model and Relation to Tirole (1996). The model I have
described has two key elements. The �rst is the incentive of individual workers
to build a record that will be visible to future employers. The second is that
the employer response depends on both expectations about future behavior
and the history of past behavior. The incentive e¤ect of expectations is a
common theme in models with imperfect information; what is more novel here
is the role of history.
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identify bad workers. High e¤ort in the past gives current workers an oppor-
tunity to distinguish themselves. Of course, expectations of high e¤ort also
give current workers a positive incentive. In the steady-state analysis of the
next section, these e¤ects are con�ated, and hard to separate. But in the
dynamic analysis of Section 4, where uncertainty eliminates the multiplicity
of expectation-driven equilibria, the history e¤ect will be the force that leads
behavior to persist as conditions evolve.
Tirole�s model contains the same ingredients as the one I have described,

but the details are a bit di¤erent. Tirole studies a reputation mechanism in
which episodes of bad behavior by a worker create �skeletons in the closet�
that may be observed by a prospective employer. Tirole�s model also allows
for honest types that always exert high e¤ort, and he assumes employers o¤er
workers varying tasks rather than varying compensation. None of these dif-
ferences are conceptually very important. Indeed they hardly matter for the
steady state analysis. The reason I depart from Tirole�s model is that although
his analysis rests on the positive feedback between workers�e¤ort choices, the
model above will fall into the class of games with strategic complementari-
ties, and this makes it possible to characterize the dynamic equilibrium very
cleanly.

3 Collective Reputation Steady-States

I now describe potential outcomes in the case where the environment is un-
changing. As in Tirole�s model, there can be multiple steady-state equilibria
due to the feedback between expectations and incentives.

Proposition 1 There are between one and three pure-strategy steady-state
equilibria. In a low incentive steady-state, all workers exert low e¤ort and
compensation does not depend on a worker�s record. In a high incentive steady-
state, productive workers always exert high e¤ort. In an intermediate steady-
state, productive workers exert high e¤ort only if they have a good record to
maintain.1

Now consider the possibilities.

Steady-State with Low E¤ort. If productive workers exert low e¤ort regardless
of their records, then hGt = hBt = 0, and so �Gt = �Bt = 0 for all t. As a

1If there are multiple pure-strategy equilibria, there will also be mixed equilibria in
which at any point in time a fraction of workers exert high e¤ort. In principle, one could
also interpret these as pure strategy equilibria with non-anonymous strategies.

History matters here because it a¤ects the extent to which employers can
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consequence, R(�Gt) = R(�Bt
_), and workers receive the same compensation

regardless of their records. This means there is no return to building a good
record and the only reason to choose high e¤ort would be a short-term bene�t.
So a necessary and su¢ cient condition for there to be a low incentive steady-
state equilibrium is that c(�) � 0. In this steady-state, �t = �L.

Steady-State with High E¤ort. If productive workers always exert high e¤ort,
hGt = hBt = 1, and in the steady-state, �t = �H > �L. Using the formulas
above,

�Gt =
�H

�H + (1� )�L
and �Bt =

(1� �H)

(1� �H) + (1� t)(1� �L)
:

The �ow bene�t to having a good record is then �(R(�G)�R(�B)), where we
can drop the t subscript, and the following incentive condition ensures high
e¤ort by productive agents:

(�zH � �zL)
�

r + �(�BH=�H)
[R(�G)�R(�B)] � c(�):

If this condition holds for z 2 fG;Bg, there is a high-e¤ort steady state equi-
librium. At equilibrium, the high e¤ort of productive workers makes individual
records highly informative, giving workers a means and an incentive to signal
their type.

Steady-State with Intermediate E¤ort. It also may be possible to have a steady-
state equilibrium in which productive workers exert e¤ort to maintain a good
record but not to improve a bad one. In such an equilibrium, hGt = 1 and
hBt = 0, and in the steady-state �t = �I = �BL=(1 � �GH + �BL) 2 (�L; �H).
Employers assign probability �B = 0 or �G = �I=(�I + (1� )�L) to receiv-
ing high e¤ort from workers with good and bad records. In equilibrium, the
incremental present value of having a good rather than a bad record is

�I =
�

r + �(�BL=�I)
[R(�G)�R(0)� c(�)] :

The following incentive condition states that productive workers want to exert
e¤ort if and only if they have good records:2

(�GH � �GL)�I � c(�) � (�BH � �BL)�I .

2In Tirole�s model, a condition of this sort is satis�ed because agents can never undo
past misdeeds. This is what allows for his �high-trust�equilibrium.
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This equilibrium can only exist if c(�) > 0, so there is also a low e¤ort steady
state.
The model captures a particular type of external e¤ect between workers in

a given group. When some workers exert e¤ort, it raises the expectations of
employers about all members of the group. There is spillover e¤ect, therefore,
in the form of increased compensation. There is also the potential for increased
incentives, leading to a complementarity between the e¤ort choices of group
members. As we will see in the next section, this complementarity causes
equilibrium behavior to be persistent in a dynamic environment.

4 The Dynamics of Collective Reputation

This section introduces a stochastic element into the model by allowing the
cost of e¤ort to evolve over time. The resulting dynamic equilibrium captures
persistence in an intuitive fashion, so that as conditions improve or deteriorate
exogenously the group�s reputation and behavior may follow slowly if at all.
To proceed, we need a few assumptions on workers� cost functions and

the way that costs evolve. First, let�s assume the cost parameter �t follows a
driftless Brownian motion, from some initial condition �0, with positive (but
possibly small) instantaneous variance. Second, suppose there are values � < �,
such that if conditions deteriorate below �, no worker will want to provide e¤ort
regardless of how they expect other workers to behave, while if conditions
improve above �, it will be similarly dominant to exert high e¤ort.3 Finally, I
assume that R (�) and c (�) are Lipshitz continuous and also c0 (�) < �kc < 0
on [�; �].
In the dynamic setting, the state of play is summarized by the current cost

conditions �t and the group�s current reputation �t.
4 The choice variables are

the probabilities hG(�t; �t) and hB(�t; �t) that productive workers exert high
e¤ort. Below I suppress the arguments where convenient and write hzt in place
of hz(�t; �t).
The workers�e¤ort decisions determine how the group�s reputation evolves.

To derive this relationship, let  zt denote the probability that a productive
worker who is hired at t with a record z will have a good record after the
transaction:

3Su¢ cient conditions for the dominance relationships assumed here are that c(�) �
(�=r) (R(�H)�R(�L)), and the same holds for �c(�). The assumption of stationary, driftless
Brownian motion can be relaxed considerably (see Burdzy and Frankel, 2005).

4In general, the agents�strategies could be conditioned on the entire history (�� ; x� )�2[0;t]
as well as on time, but allowing this does not expand the set of equilibria.
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 zt = �zL + hzt (�zH � �zL) : (5)

Then the group reputation �t will evolve according to

_�t = � [�(1�  Gt)�t +  Bt (1� �t)] , (6)

starting from its initial condition �0.
When a worker meets an employer at time t, the employer pays a salary

based on expected e¤ort, as described above. We can let �G(�t; �t) and �B(�t; �t)
denote the probability employers assign to receiving high e¤ort at time t from
workers with good and bad records. In equilibrium, these beliefs must be con-
sistent with the workers�strategies and with Bayes�rule, as described above
in equations (1)-(4).
For worker incentives, the key variable is the compensation premiumR(�Gt)�

R(�Bt). In particular, at time t, the �ow value to having a good record rather
than a bad record is:

� [(R(�Gt)�R(�Gt))� (hGt � hBt) c(�t)] : (7)

Therefore the present value of having a good record rather than a bad one,
starting at time t, is:

�(�t; �t) = E
Z 1

t

�
exp

�
�
R �
t
(r + �(1�  Gs +  Bs)) ds

�
�

� [(R(�G� )�R(�B� ))� (hG� � hB� ) c(�� )]

�
d� : (8)

This expression is the di¤erence between two optimized present values, so
hG� and hB� , and by extension  G� and  B� , re�ect optimal time � behavior,
taking as given the behavior of other workers and the beliefs of employers.
These latter quantities determine the evolution of the group�s collective repu-
tation �t and the resulting wages. The expectation in (8) is over the possible
paths ���t, starting from the present position �t.
For a worker at time t, high e¤ort is optimal if and only if

(�zH � �zL)� (�t; �t) � c(�t); (9)

where z is the worker�s record. Note that if it is optimal to exert high e¤ort
with a bad record, it must also be optimal to exert high e¤ort with a good
record.
A dynamic equilibrium consists of strategies hG(�t; �t) and hB(�t; �t) for

the productive agents, and beliefs �G(�t; �t); �B(�t; �t) for employers with the
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following properties: (i) agent behavior is optimal according to (9); (ii) the
aggregate reputation of the group evolves according to (6); and (iii) employer
beliefs are correct and follow (1)-(4).
The dynamic equilibrium will be unique and relatively easy to describe if

the workers�e¤ort choices are strategic complements. One su¢ cient condition
for this, which I assume for the remainder of the section, is that workers use
strategies hG; hB that are increasing in (�; �), and that R(�) = R for all � � .
Restricting attention to increasing strategies seems fairly mild: if � is constant,
it still permits all the steady-state equilibria in the previous section. The salary
condition means that employers pay a minimal wage when the probability of
e¤ort is su¢ ciently low, and in particular will pay minimally for a worker with
a bad record.5

To understand why these conditions create strategic complementarity, sup-
pose workers use strategies hG; hB that are increasing in �; �. Then the present
value of having a good record, �(�; �) will be increasing in both � and �. An
increase in �, for instance, will raise the group�s collective reputation along any
path of ���t, and also the salary premium, increasing the value to having a
good record. Consequently any given worker will do best to use an increasing
strategy himself. Moreover, if other workers raise their e¤ort, i.e. adopt a
strategy ĥz (�; �) � hz (�; �), this also will improve the group�s collective repu-
tation and the salary premium going forward. So it will be optimal for a given
worker to raise his own e¤ort in response.

Proposition 2 Under the above conditions, there is a unique dynamic equilib-
rium. In equilibrium, agent behavior follows a threshold rule: hz (�t; �t) = 1 if
�t � Qz(�t) and hz (�t; �t) = 0 if �t < Qz (�t), where QG(�); QB(�) are strictly
decreasing and QG(�) � QB(�) for all �.

The proposition follows by adapting the arguments of Frankel and Pauzner
(2000), Burdzy, Frankel and Pauzner (2001), and Burdzy and Frankel (2005)
to the present setting. The details are a bit involved, but the basic intuition for
why equilibrium is unique is reasonably straightforward. It resembles �global
game�logic. In situations where � becomes su¢ ciently high or low, behavior
is uniquely determined. This places a limit on how optimistic or pessimistic
one can be about worker behavior, and hence on the returns to building a good

5There are other su¢ cient conditions for strategic complementarity. For example, in the
case where employers see only a noisy signal of the previous period�s e¤ort and compensa-
tion is linear R(�) = ��, we have strategic complements so long as workers use increasing
strategies and do not condition their e¤ort on their record, which is irrelevant in terms of
their incremental returns to high e¤ort.
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ξ=1

ξ=0 θ

Low SteadyState (ξL)

dξ/dt = ξφGH+(1 –ξ) φBL dξ/dt = –ξ(1–φGH) + (1–ξ) φBH
dξ/dt =
–ξ(1–φGL)
+ (1–ξ) φBL

Agents with Good
Reputations Work
(Region 2)

Agents Exert
High Effort
(Region 3)

QG(ξ) = θ QB(ξ) = θ

High SteadyState (ξH)

Agents Exert
Low Effort
(Region 1)

Intermediate SteadyState (ξI)

Figure 1: Dynamic Equilibrium

record. Iterating the best-response mapping places tighter and tighter bounds
on rationalizable behavior, converging to a unique dynamic equilibrium.
More interesting than uniqueness per se is the description of behavior and

the resulting dynamics. Figure 1 represents equilibrium behavior in (�; �)
space, in the case where �GH � �GL > �BH � �BL, so that the marginal e¤ect
of high e¤ort on a worker�s reputation is higher when the worker already has
a high record. Workers exert e¤ort when � is high (current cost conditions are
favorable), and when � is high (the group has a stronger collective reputation).
In Region 1, where � < QG(�), productive workers choose low e¤ort and

employers pay R regardless of an agent�s record. In Region 2, where QG(�) <
� < QB(�), employers pay workers with bad records R, but o¤er a premium
to workers with good records, anticipating that productive workers will exert
e¤ort to maintain their good reputations. Finally in Region 3, where � >
QB(�), workers with good records again command a premium and conditions
are su¢ ciently favorable that all productive workers exert e¤ort.

Dynamics of Collective Reputation. The evolution of the group�s collective
reputation depends on the current behavior of its members. When conditions
are bad (Region 1), �t trends down toward the low-reputation steady-state
(i.e. toward �L = �L). In intermediate conditions (Region 2), the group�s
reputation evolves toward the intermediate steady state �I . Finally, when
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ξ=1

ξ=0 θθH

Low SteadyState (ξL)

Region 2 Region 3

QG(ξ) = θ QB(ξ) = θ

θL

High SteadyState (ξH)

Region 1

Intermediate SteadyState (ξI)

Figure 2: Equilibrium Dynamics, an Example

conditions are good (Region 3) the collective reputation drifts toward the high-
reputation steady-state (�H = �H). The compensation premium for having
a good reputation tracks the group�s reputation in Regions 2 and 3, while
compensation is minimal in Region 1.

Persistence of Reputation. A highly-regarded group of workers can withstand
worse conditions without their behavior deteriorating than can a group that
initially has a poor reputation. To see this, observe that QG(�) and QB(�) are
both strictly decreasing. Suppose that initial conditions are in Region 3. If
� declines so that high e¤ort becomes more costly, then whether or not there
is a fall-o¤ in e¤ort depends critically on the initial level of �. For instance,
imagine � oscillates back-and-forth across the interval [�L; �H ]. Then � will
follow a path that resembles the one depicted in Figure 2.

Selection of a Long-Run Steady-State. The persistent randomness of �t means
that the model has no true steady-state, but nevertheless one can ask what
happens as the instantaneous variance of �t approaches zero. In this case,
an equilibrium selection result is obtained where the initial values of �0; �0
determine the steady-state behavior toward which the group will evolve. There
is still history dependence in this limiting case in the sense that for many values
of �0 the selected steady-state will depend on �0.
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5 Persistence of Statistical Discrimination

There is a close connection between the collective reputation model and the
classic statistical discrimination models of Arrow, Coate and Loury, and others.
Recall that in the latter models, workers choose whether to invest in human
capital. Employers observe a noisy signal of this investment and each worker
is compensated based on the noisy signal, rather than his actual investment.
If employers place more weight on the signal when they are optimistic that
workers are investing, expectations can be self-ful�lling, leading to multiple
Pareto-ranked equilibria.
To re-cast the current model in this light, suppose that when a worker

completes employment, he exits the economy and is replaced by a new worker.
So new workers are arriving at a constant �ow rate �. Each new worker chooses
whether to invest in human capital. This investment is parallel to the e¤ort
decision above. The investment cost is in�nite for a fraction 1�  of workers,
and equal to c(�t) for the remaining fraction . After making their investment
decisions, new workers enter the pool of workers searching for employment and
are matched to jobs at a �ow rate �.
When a worker meets an employer, the employer observes a noisy signal

of the agent�s human capital. The signal is either �Good�or �Bad,�and the
probability it is good is �H if the worker has invested and �L if not. Therefore
the probability an employer assigns to a worker with a signal z being skilled is

�Gt =
�H�t

�H�t + �L (1� �t)
; (10)

or

�Bt =
(1� �H) �t

(1� �H) �t + (1� �L) (1� �t)
; (11)

where �t is now the fraction of workers in the pool searching for jobs who have
invested in human capital.
As before, we assume that salary is based on expected productivity, which

in this case depends only on the agent�s human capital � there is no �on-
the-job� e¤ort. The salary will be R(�Gt) if the employer observes a good
signal and R (�Bt) if the employer observes a bad signal. So the compensation
premium for having a good signal is R (�Gt)�R (�Bt).
To understand the dynamics, let ht denote the probability that a worker

born at t invests in human capital. The fraction of skilled workers will evolve
according to:

_�t = � (ht � �t) . (12)
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For a worker born at t it will be optimal to invest if and only if:

(�H � �L)� (�t; �t) � c(�t), (13)

where �(�t; �t) is the net present value of being able to present a good signal
to an employer, rather than a bad signal. This present value can be expressed
as:

�(�t; �t) = E
Z 1

t

fexp (� (r + �) (� � t)) � [R(�G� )�R(�B� )]g d� : (14)

Therefore any optimal strategy for workers satis�es:

h (�t; �t) =

�
1 if (�H � �L)� (�t; �t) > c(�t)
0 if (�H � �L)� (�t; �t) < c(�t)

: (15)

What types of equilibria are possible? If the cost of human capital in-
vestment is stable, so that �t = �, the steady-state equilibria match those in
standard statistical discrimination models. Provided that c(�) � 0, there is a
low-investment equilibrium in which workers do not acquire skills, employers
correctly anticipate this, and there is no compensation premium for a high
signal. Provided that �

r+�
(R(�H)�R(�L)) � c(�), there is a high-investment

equilibrium in which workers invest if their costs are not prohibitive, employers
realize this, and this sustains a compensation premium for workers with high
signals. These equilibria are analogous to the high and low steady-states of
the collective reputation model.6

When the environment is evolving, the same forces that lead collective
reputations to persist can also lead to persistent discrimination, perhaps even
as a discriminated group receives greater access to resources that lower the
cost of acquiring human capital. The next Proposition establishes this for
the case where �t evolves as described above, following a driftless Brownian
motion, and we impose the same assumptions as above on c and R.7

Proposition 3 There is a unique dynamic equilibrium of the stochastic sta-
tistical discrimination model. In equilibrium, the cohort of workers entering

6If both the optimistic and pessimistic steady-states exist, there will also be a mixed
equilibrium in which just a fraction of the workers in each cohort become high skill.

7That is, c and R are Lipshitz, c0(�) < �kc < 0, and R (�) = R for � < . Other
assumptions will su¢ ce to ensure that RG�RB is increasing in �, for instance that �H = 1.
We also can drop the immediate focus on increasing strategies as no nonincreasing strategy
will be rationalizable.
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Figure 3: Dynamics of Statistical Discrimination

at time t invest in human capital if and only if �t � P (�t), where P is strictly
decreasing in �.

Figure 3 displays a potential equilibrium, and an example of persistence.
Suppose increased access to resources raise � from �0 to �00, lowering the cost
of investment. Even though for a group with costs c(�00), it is possible to
stay in a high-investment steady state, if the group has had higher costs for a
signi�cant amount of time, the current pool of workers searching for jobs will
be low-skill, reducing the returns to entering workers. As a result, investment
will not increase, and the pessimistic expectations will persist. A much larger
increase in resources, for example to �000, is needed to induce the entering cohort
to invest and for employer expectations to begin to trend up.
As in the collective reputation model, there are really two features of the

statistical discrimination model that combine to generate persistence. The �rst
is the complementarity between employer expectations and worker incentives.
The second is that employers cannot perfectly distinguish the dates at which
potential employees invested. It is the latter source of imperfect information
that makes the behavior of preceding cohorts relevant for decisions made today.
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6 Conclusion

This paper has followed the lead of Tirole (1996) and explored dynamic incen-
tives when agents care about their own individual reputation and about the
behavior and reputation of their peers. When the environment evolves sto-
chastically, group reputations can persist because the past, present and future
actions of group members are strategic complements. The same mechanism
explains why statistical discrimination of the sort analyzed by Arrow (1973)
and Coate and Loury (1993) may persist even if policies are enacted that im-
prove access to resources for a racial or ethnic minority. In contrast to the
standard models of statistical discrimination that suggest a sudden change in
beliefs could radically shift behavior, the present model shows that a group�s
history may have lingering e¤ects.

Appendix A

The proofs of Propositions 2 and 3 closely mirror arguments in Frankel and
Pauzner (2000), Burdzy, Frankel and Pauzner (2001) and Burdzy and Frankel
(2005). In what follows, I provide a proof of Proposition 2, omitting a num-
ber of technical details that appear in Appendix B. I then explain the small
modi�cations needed to establish Proposition 3.

Proof of Proposition 2. There are three steps. The �rst step establishes
properties of the best response correspondence for workers, in particular that
the game has strategic complementarities. The second step uses the argument
of Milgrom and Roberts (1990) to identify a highest and a lowest equilibrium.
The third step uses the argument of Burdzy, Frankel and Pauzner to show
that equilibrium is unique, with the monotonicity properties claimed in the
proposition

Step 1: Properties of Best Responses.
Fix an increasing strategy h z (�; �) for the productive workers. Let � z(�; �;h)
be the induced employer beliefs, i.e. those satisfying (1)-(4), and Rz (�; �;h) =
R (�z (�; �;h)) the resulting compensation. The salary RB (�; �;h) = R is a
constant irrespective of h, while RG (�; �;h) is increasing in all its arguments.
Therefore the premium RG (�; �;h) � RB (�; �;h) is weakly increasing in �; �
and h.
Recall that from an initial state (�0; �0), �t will satisfy the law of motion

(6). Because _�t is increasing in hGt; hBt; and worker strategies are increasing
in (�; �), higher values of (�0; �0) or higher strategies hG; hB will all lead to a
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higher realized path of �t corresponding to a given path of �t.
8 Therefore an

increase in �0; �0; hG or hB will also increase the future salary premium at each
date (for a given path of �t).
Now, de�ne �(�; �;h) as in (8) to be the present value of having a good

record rather than a bad one given current state (�; �), and given that workers
use the strategy h and employers expect this. The relative value � is contin-
uous in �; � and h (see Appendix B for a proof). Application of the Milgrom
and Segal (2002) envelope theorem shows that it is also weakly increasing in
�; � and h. This follows because the future salary premium is increasing in
�; �; and h. (Note that an increase in � also decreases future e¤ort cost, and
here we can use the fact that there is always an optimal policy where e¤ort is
weakly higher with a good record to see that this e¤ect will also increase �.)
Finally, de�ne the best response correspondence

BRz (�; �;h) = arg max
e2[0;1]

e [(�zH � �zL)�(�; �;h)� c(�)] :

Denote the highest and lowest best-responses by BR; BR. By Topkis�The-
orem, both are increasing in �; �; and h, and also satisfy BRG � BRB and
BRG � BRB.

Step 2: Identifying Highest and Lowest Equilibria.
Let h0 to be the lowest strategy consistent with the dominance assump-
tions. That is, h0z(�; �) = 1 if � > � and 0 otherwise. This strategy is increasing.
Iteratively de�ne hn+1z (�; �) = BRz (�; �;h

n). This gives a sequence of increas-
ing strategies hn, n = 0; 1; 2; :::. Because h0 is the lowest undominated strategy,
h1z (�; �) � h0z (�; �) and so by induction h

n+1
z (�; �) � hnz (�; �). Moreover, no

increasing strategy less than hn is rationalizable. Let �n (�; �) = �(�; �;hn)
denote the sequence of relative returns associated with hn.
Both sequences hn and �n are increasing. Denote their limits by h and

�1. Of course h is an increasing strategy. By continuity, h and �1 must
also satisfy the optimality condition (9). Finally, it follows from Burdzy and
Frankel�s (2005) Lemma 8 that �1 (�; �) = � (�; �;h). So h is a best-response
to itself, and hence the lowest equilibrium. An exactly analogous procedure

8Note that in comparing the evolution of �t for higher and lower values of �0, I am com-
paring identical incremental progressions of � from the di¤erent starting points. Also, these
comparative static conclusions implicitly assume that the path of � is uniquely determined
by the path of �, given an increasing strategy h. Burdzy and Frankel prove this will be so
provided h satis�es an additional Lipshitz property. Verifying that this property holds at
each stage of the best response iteration described below requires some calculations that are
reported in Appendix B.
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starting from the highest undominated strategy identi�es the highest equilib-
rium strategy ĥ.

Step 3: Uniqueness and Monotonicity Properties.
The last step is to show that the highest and lowest equilibria coincide,
and that the unique equilibrium has the monotonicity property claimed in
Proposition 2. Observe that because h is increasing, we can describe it as in
Proposition 2: high e¤ort if and only if � � Qz (�). The function Qz(�) is
de�ned implicitly so that when � = Qz (�), we have

(�zH � �zL)� (�; �) = c (�) .

De�ne Q̂ similarly to describe ĥ, i.e. using the appropriate relative value �̂ in
place of �.
Both Qz and Q̂z are strictly decreasing functions for z = G;B. This follows

because � and �̂ are weakly increasing and c is strictly decreasing, at least in
the relevant region [�; �]. The functions Qz and Q̂z are also continuous because
�; �̂ and c are. Moreover, Qz(�) � Q̂z(�).
De�ne dQ = max�;z Qz(�)� Q̂z(�) to be the maximum distance between Q

and Q̂. Let �d be the point at which this maximum is attained. Now de�ne
~Qz(�) = Qz(�)�dQ. The idea of the proof will be to compare three alternative
strategies � the lowest equilibrium strategy h, the highest equilibrium strategy
ĥ, and the still higher translation of h de�ned by ~Q, and denoted ~h � and
show that they must be equal.
For each strategy, h; ĥ, and ~h, denote the correct employer beliefs by �; �̂,

and ~�, and the resulting compensation, as a function of (�; �) by Rz (�; �), R̂z
and ~Rz. Of course, RB = R̂B = ~RB = R.
Now, �x starting points on each of the three isoquants Q; Q̂, ~Q as follows.

Set �0 = �̂0 =
~�0 = �d. And set �0 = Q(�0), and �̂0 = ~�0 = Q̂(�d) = ~Q(�d).

Now �x an incremental brownian progression of �t; �̂t and ~�. So for all t, ~�t = �̂t
and �t = ~�t+ dQ. De�ne the corresponding paths �t, �̂t, and ~�t. Because ~Q(�)
is a translation of Q(�) by dQ, and ~�t is an identical translation of �t, it follows
that for all t, ~�t = �t. The path ~�t; however, will be above the path �̂t, i.e.
~�t � �̂t, because despite having the same starting point �̂0 = ~�0, and comparing
the same realization �̂t�0 = ~�t�0; we have ~h � ĥ. An immediate consequence is
that if we consider the corresponding time t compensation, RGt = ~RGt � R̂Gt.
Finally, we compare �(�0; �0), �̂(�̂0; �̂0), and ~�(~�0; ~�t). Because of the

ranking of �ow compensation and the cost parameters, we have �(�0; �0) �
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~�(~�0; ~�0) � �̂(�̂0; �̂0). So we have established that

(�zH � �zL)�(�0; �0)� c(�0) � (�zH � �zL) ~�(
~�0; ~�0)� c(~�0)

� (�zH � �zL)�̂(�̂0; �̂0)� c(�̂0).

The �rst inequality holds with equality only if dQ = 0, and the second only
if Q̂ = ~Q. Because Q and Q̂ correspond to equilibria, however, the �rst and
third expression are by de�nition both equal to zero. Therefore Q = ~Q = Q̂,
or equivalently the highest and lowest equilibria coincide.

Proof of Proposition 3. The proof follows the same steps as above. Step
1 is actually a bit simpler. Newly arriving workers do not have an individual
history to condition on, so they choose a strategy h (�; �). As in the collective
reputation model, the compensation premiumRG�RB is increasing in (�; �; h),
in this case because RG is strictly increasing in � and independent of � or h,
and RB = R. With this in mind, similar arguments to above establish that
�(�; �;h) is continuous and increasing in its arguments, and hence BR (�; �;h)
and BR (�; �;h) are both increasing in �; � and h. From there, steps 2 and 3
of the proof are identical to above.

Appendix B

This appendix provides additional details on the proofs of Propositions 2 and
3. These details consist of a series of Lemmas, modeled on those in Burdzy and
Frankel�s paper. The notation is di¤erent and a few di¤erences between the
models necessitate some additional calculations. One technical property plays
a recurrent role. Say that a function f : R� R! R has Lipshitz isoquants if
there is some positive constant k such that if dx > kjdyj, then f(x + dx; y +
dy) � f(x; y).

Details of the collective reputation model

I show the following properties for the collective reputation model that are
claimed in step one of Appendix A. Suppose hz (�; �) is increasing in (�; �),
satis�es hG � hB and has the Lipshitz isoquants property. Then for any path
�t�0 and starting point �0, the path �t�0 will be uniquely de�ned. The relative
value function �(�; �;h) will be continuous and increasing in (�; �;h), and
BRz (�; �;h) and BRz (�; �;h) will also be increasing in (�; �;h), and similarly
have the Lipshitz isoquants property. In addition BRG � BRB and similarly
for BR.
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Lemma (�) Suppose for z 2 fB;Gg, hz(�; �) is increasing in (�; �) and has
the Lipshitz isoquants property. Then for any path �t�0 and start point �0,
there is a unique Lipshitz path �t�0 satisfying the law of motion for �t. More-
over,

1. If (�00; �
0
0) and (�0; �0) are start points of the process (�t; �t)t�0 with �

0
0 �

�0, �
0
0 � �0, and if �

0
t = �t + (�

0
0 � �0), then the path (�

0
t; �

0
t) is greater

than (�t; �t) a.s. on [0; T ] for any T ; and if (�00; �
0
0) ! (�0; �0), then

(�0t; �
0
t)! (�t; �t) a.s. uniformly on [0; T ].

2. For any path �t�0 and start point �0, if h0z(�; �) � hz(�; �) for z 2
fB;Gg, then the path �0t�0 is above the path �t�0 a.s.

3. Suppose hnz (�; �) is a sequence of increasing strategies with Lipshitz iso-
quants and �nt�0 the corresponding solution paths, and h

n
z (�; �)! hz(�; �)

for z 2 fB;Gg. Then �nt�0 ! �t�0, where �t�0 is the solution path for
hz(�; �).

Proof. This result follows from Burdzy and Frankel (2005), Lemmas 6, 7,8.

Lemma (�) Suppose for z 2 fB;Gg, hz(�; �) is increasing in (�; �) and has
Lipshitz isoquants. Then, (i) �(�; �;h) is continuous in (�; �), (ii) �(�; �;h)
is increasing in (�; �); (iii) if both h and h0 satisfy the assumed properties and
h0z (�; �) � hz (�; �) then �(�; �;h0) � �(�; �;h); and �nally, (iv) there is a
k� independent of h such that �(�; � + d�;h)��(�; �;h) � �k�jd�j.

Proof. Fix (�; �) and (�0; �0) = (�+d�; �+d�). For any path �t�0 from �0 = �,
it is possible to de�ne �0t�0 as �

0
t = �t + d�, and to de�ne �0t�0 and �t�0 as

solutions to the law of motion given paths �t�0 and �
0
t�0, the speci�ed strategy

h, and initial conditions �, �0. Then,

�(�0; �0;h)��(�; �;h) =

E
Z 1

t=0

(
exp

h
�
R t
s=0
(r + �(1�  0Gs +  0Bs)) ds

i
�

� [RG(�
0
t; �

0
t;h)� (h0Gt � h0Bt) c(�

0
t)]

)
dt

�E
Z 1

t=0

(
exp

h
�
R t
s=t
(r + �(1�  Gs +  Bs)) ds

i
�

� [RG(�t; �t;h)� (hGt � hBt) c(�t)]

)
dt:

The expectations are over the Brownian paths ���0 starting at �, and the
corresponding paths �0t�0, and hzt; h

0
zt (and correspondingly  zt;  

0
zt) are the

appropriate optimal policies.
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If d�, d� are small, then by the envelope theorem it is possible to replace
h0Gt, h

0
Bt with hGt; hBt.

�(�0; �0;h)��(�; �;h) =

E
Z 1

t=0

8><>:
exp

h
�
R t
s=0
(r + �(1�  Gs +  Bs)) ds

i
�

�

�
RG(�

0
t; �

0
t;h)�RG (�t; �t)

� (hGt � hBt) (c(�
0
t)� c(�t))

� 9>=>; dt:

We can now establish the claimed results.
For (i), Lemma (�) implies that as (�0; �0)! (�; �), the sample paths going

forward converge a.s., so �(�0; �0;h)! �(�; �;h):
For (ii), if (�0; �0) � (�; �), then (�0t; �0t) � (�t; �t) a.s. by Lemma (�), and

hence RG(�
0
t; �

0
t;h) � RG(�t; �t;h) and c(�

0
t) � c(�t). In addition, there is some

optimal policy satisfying hGt � hBt, so therefore �(�
0; �0) � �(�; �).

For (iii), essentially the same argument establishes monotonicity in h. Con-
sider increasing strategies h0; h with Lipshitz isoquants and h0z(�; �) � hz(�; �).
Then for any path �t�0, Lemma (�) implies that �

0
t � �t a.s. Therefore

RG(�t; �
0
t;h

0) � RG(�t; �t;h), so by the same envelope theorem argument,
�(�; �;h0) � �(�; �;h).
Claim (iv) is the messiest. Of course if d� � 0 then immediately�(�0t; �0t;h)�

�(�t; �t;h) � 0. Suppose that instead d� < 0. Because R is Lipshitz, and in
addition �G (�; �

0;h)� �B (�; �;h) � �=((1� )�L)jd�j

RG(�; �
0;h)�RG (�; �;h)

= R (�G (�; �
0;h))�R (�B (�; �;h))

� �kR j�G (�; �0;h)� �B (�; �;h)j
� �kR



(1� )�L
jd�j .

where kR is the Lipshitz constant of R. It follows that:

�(�; �0;h)��(�; �;h) =

� :E
Z 1

t=0

(
exp

h
�
R t
s=0
(r + �(1�  Gs +  Bs)) ds

i
�

� [RG(�t; �
0
t;h)�RG (�t; �t)]

)
dt

� � �

r + �(1� �GH + �BL)
kR



(1� )�L
jd�j = �k� jd�j

where k� > 0 is independent of h.
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Lemma (BR) Assume that h is increasing in �; �; and has Lipshitz iso-
quants. De�ne BRz (�; �;h) = argmaxe2[0;1] e [(�zH � �zL)� (�; �;h)� c (�)].
Then (i) BR;BR are increasing in (�; �); (ii) BRG(�; �;h) � BRB(�; �;h)
and similarly for BR; (iii) if h0 satis�es the same properties as h and h0 � h,
then BRz(�; �;h

0) � BRz(�; �;h) and similarly for BR and (iv) BR and BR
have Lipshitz isoquants, and the constant can be chosen independent of h.

Proof. The �rst three parts follow from Topkis�Theorem. For the last part,
we need to show that there is a positive constant k, independent of h, such
that if d� � kjd�j, then BRz (� + d�; � + d�) � BRz (�; �). The conclusion will
be immediate if � is outside of [�; �], so consider � 2 [�; �].
Pick k = (�zH � �zL)k�=kc, and suppose that d� > kjd�j. By Lemma (�),

(�zH � �zL)�(� + d�; � + d�)� c(� + d�)

� (�zH � �zL) (� (�; �)� k�jd�j)� (c(�)� kcd�)

� (�zH � �zL)� (�; �)� c(�):

This proves the claim, because if BRz (�; �) > 0, then (�zH � �zL)�(�; �) �
c(�) � 0, and the inequalities imply that then BRz (� + d�; � + d�) = 1. The
same argument works for BR.

These Lemmas establish all the claims in step one of the proof in Appendix
A. The only omitted detail of steps two and three is to show that the strate-
gies h; ĥ de�ned in step two have Lipshitz isoquants, as well as the strategy
~h de�ned in step three, so that in each case the evolution of �t�0 uniquely
determines �t�0, according to Lemma (�). It is immediate that h

0 has Lipshitz
isoquants, and hence by Lemma (BR), so do h1; h2; :::. Because hn ! h, so
does h, and hence its translation ~h. A similar argument applies for ĥ.

Details of the statistical discrimination model

The proof of Proposition 3 is the same as for Proposition 2, except for the
�rst step. Here I establish the relevant properties of best responses for the
statistical discrimination model that parallel those established above.
Fix a strategy h (�; �) that is increasing in �; � and has the Lipshitz iso-

quants property. The same results in Burdzy and Frankel imply an exact
analogue of Lemma (�) for the statistical discrimination model. So for any
path �t�0 and starting point �0, the path �t�0 will be uniquely de�ned, and
increases in �0; �0 or h all increase the path of �t.
The same argument as in Lemma (�) above also implies that the relative

value function �(�; �;h) is continuous and increasing in (�; �;h). For the last
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claim that �(�; �;h) is increasing, observe that RG (�; �; h) is independent of �
and h, and strictly increasing in �, and RB = R, so RG�RB is weakly increas-
ing in (�; �;h). The monotonicity of � immediately implies that BR (�; �;h)
and BR (�; �;h) are increasing in (�; �;h), exactly as in Lemma (BR) above.
The last step is to show that BR and BR have Lipshitz isoquants. This

follows by the same argument as above so long as we can �nd a constant k�
independent of h such that �(�; � + d�;h)��(�; �;h) � �k�jd�j. Similar to
above, we have

RG(�; �
0;h)�RG (�; �;h) � �kR

�H
�L
jd�j

and therefore

�(�; �0;h)��(�; �;h)

= E
Z 1

t=0

exp (� (r + �) t) � [R(�t; �
0
t;h)�R(�t; �t;h)] d�

� � �

r + �
kR
�H
�L
jd�j

= �k� jd�j

where k� > 0 is independent of h. The remainder of the proof is identical to
above.
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